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Introduction 

A model for calculating the integrated luminosity 
of beams stored in the Tevatron collider will be 
presented. The model determines the instantaneous 
lruinosity by s&xlating tbe overlap integral of 
bunched beme passing through the interaction region. 
The calculation accounte for the variation in beam 
siee due to the beta functions and also for effects 
due to finite longitudine.1 emittance and non-xero 
dispersion in the interaction region. The integrated 
lumiooaity is ulculsted for the beams as they evolve 
due to processes including collisions and intrsbeam 
scattering. The model has been applied to both the 
extant sod upgraded Tentron collider, but is not 
limited to them. 

The original motivation for developing the 
computer model eae to determine the reduction in 
luminosity due to beams with non-sero longitudinal 
emittrances. There are two effects: 1) The transverse 
beam aise is increased where the dispersion is non- 
zero; 2) The finite length of the beam bunch combined 
rith ao increasing p function results in sn increased 
trsrawerse beam she at the ends of the bunch. The 
derivation of a sufficiently useful analytic 
expression for the luminosity proved to be 
intractable. Instead, a numerical integration 
computer program “as developed to calculate the 
luminosity in the presence of a finite longitudinal 
emittmce. The program e&e then expanded into L model 
rhich allors the luminosity to vary due to changes in 
emittances and reduction in bunch intensities. At 
thst point, it was not difficult to calculate the 
integrated luminosity. 

Luminosity 

Iastaoteneous Luminosity 

A general expression for instantaneous luminosity 
bss been given by Y. Month [KU]: 

c t 'Pl- P212 - lPlx P/ 11” IP, p2 d”, 
in which p is the rolvmc particle density, PC ia the 
particle velocity, c is the speed of light md dV is 
dx dy de. For the Teratron it is reasonable to assume 
pl = - pZ which gives: 

2 PC h1 p2 d". 
The particle density ~8x1 be written as [HI]: 

Pi(w+,t) = Ni Si(w,") Tic' - bi). 

Nf in the tots1 number of particles in bunch i. Sf is 
the spatial density function. Ti is a dimensionless 
function which accounts for the displacement of the 
bunch from the origin. 
where ti is 

6i is given by * p c (t-ti), 
the time rhen the center of bunch i 

reaches e=O. The f sign ambiguity is resolved by 

l Operated by Universities Research Association, Inc. 
under contract with the U.S. Dept. of Energy. 

choosing the protons to move in the +z direction. The 
origin of time is chosen to be the instant st which 
the center of the proton bunch crosses ~0). 

Bunch Luminosity 

The bunch luminosity is the integrated luminosity 
obtained from the passage of one bunch through the 
other [MM]. This represents integrals over space es 
well ae time. For the Tevatron! a realistic time 
interval for the bunch integration xv < 20 nsec. 

'bunch = 2 PC N1 N3 Jdt T1 T2 JdV S1 SS 

Luminosity per Turn 

If there are B identicrl bunches in each beam 
around the accelerator circumference, and f is the 
revolution frequency, tbe luminosity per turn can be 
written as 

L(t) = B Lbunch f. 
For the Tevatron, f = 47713 Se. The model .esumes 
that there ue no changes in the beam puameters on 
the time scale of one turn (about 21 psec). L(t) hae 
units of instantaneous luminosity. 

InteRrated Luminosity 

If L(t) is the luminosity per turn at a time t 
and T is the etore duration, then the integrated 
luminosity in the store is given by 

,'I (t) dt 
0 

As u) example, suppose L(t) had s time dependence 
she.rrPcteri~ed by an exponential decry with a constant 
lifetime r. In this ceae the integrated luminosity can 
be derived aralyticallp: 

for L(t) = Lo e-t/r, 

JLdt = Lo r [ 1 - e-T" 1. 

A numerical example is given by Lo = 1 x 1030 cm-2 

set-1, 7 = 27 hours and T = 27 hOUrS (slang with IO24 
bun = 1 -2) which yield JLdt = SO inverse nsnobvns 
or SOfob. 

Measured Lominositr 

llowavor, a simple exponential decay does not 
dequatsly describe the hehwior of the lominoaity in 
the Tevrtron ae Figure 1 ctle~ly dsmonstre.tes. Sara, 
on this semilog plot, GDP -nitor of the 
luminosity does not hsvr s single slope in time. 
Indeed, the luminosity lifetime iacreures with time. 
(The curves will be discussed in a later section.) 

Emittsnces md Beam Sizes 

The spatial density function 9 depends on the 
beam size in all three dimensions. At locetions in 
the lattice rhere the dispersion is sero, the 95% 
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normnlised transverse emittance c is defined to be 
related to the rms beam size (oo) by: 

~ = 6 P/m .2 , 
-0 

PL 

"here p is the beam momentum and m is the beam 
Psrticle rest mass. The lattice amplitude function ,?I, 
is given by: 

1+a; 2 
PL= PO - 2 a0 5 + - 

PO =’ 
Table 1 lists the r~lues of PO ,and (lo for various 
Tentron lattices at the center of the straight 
section in which CDF is located. 
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Figure 1. Time dependenca of luminosity. The solid 
lines represent results of the model starting at tz0. 

Table 1. Lattice Parameters. 

Uparade 
19gBRUn 60 cm 26 cm 

Injection Lor Low p Low p 

E ::; -.468 E:i 0.427 0.402 0.163 0.485 0.500 0.001 0.241 0.246 0.022 
aoY 0.467 -.056 0.016 0.108 
'lo (4 2.41 0.164 0.015 0.054 
7'0 0.021 -.146 0.064 0.178 

It 16.74 17.88 18.60 16.60 
tuna 19.4 19.4 20.6 20.6 
Energy 150 cev Go0 GeV 1 TeV 1 TeV 
RF --- 1.1 Kv 1.1 w 1.1 w 

I 
Prom Table 1 one can see that the dispersion 

function 

is not sero through the interaction region. In this 
case, the momentum spred due to s finite longitudinal 
emittance increases the tranwerse beam si%e. The 
model assumes the resulting rm~ beam size (0) is: 

where o. is the rms beam size due to transverse 
emittance alone and op is the rms momentum spread. 

Evolution of Luminosity 

Bunch Intensities 

The bunch intensities r.re reduced using two 
effects. The first is due to proton antiproton 
collisions st 1.8 TeV (which are the whale point of 
the collider). The loss rate is proportional to the 
luminosity and the r.ross section: 

dN/dt = oin L. 

The model issues oin = 44 mbarn. The other modelled 
~owce of intensity loss is due to nuclear scattering 
off the gsa molecules in the beam tube [YOR]. The gw 
is assumed to be represented by the following: 

Xam sections 1 x 10-g to** 602 If2 40% co 

Cold sections 6 x lo-%** 76% II2 25% Be 

This gas composition yields P bunch intensity lifetime 
of 260 hours rhich is consistent with observations on 
very long storas. 

Bunch Emittances 

The trmsrerse amittsnces are evolved using three 
affects: intrabeam scattering [API, multiple Coulomb 
scattering off gas molecules within the bean tube 
[YOR], and an arbitrary source of emittmce growth. 
;p gas gives sn smittanca growth time of 212 hours. 

e longitudinal emittarxe evolves with intrsbem 
scattering only. The motions in the two transverse 
planes are assumed to he fully coupled. 

The pkrticulu formulation of intrsbeam 
suttering used in tha model has been published by L. 
Evans [LE] and his full formulation is used in the 
model. Boverer, sometimes it is convenient to have a 
quick estimate of the emit&ce growth rates due to 
intrrbeam scattering. following empirics1 
expression* l m adequate for such estimates if one has 
a Tentron bunch of BE10 intensity at 1 TeV with 1 
Kv/turrl RF voltage. 

dc 

dt 

E c ex-1.24 tp-0.6g 

The constant C depends on which edttance one is 
evaluating: 

for e = tx , C= 36.4 x mm-mrd / hour 

and for c = f 
P' 

C = 9.70 eV-src / hour. 

EX is the horisontal 95% normalized trrnsrerse 
emittsnce and ep is the longitudinal emittmce. The 
growth rate scales with bunch intensity. Pull 
transverse coupling causes equal sharing of the 
horizontal amittance growth with the vertical; the sum 
of the two amittance growths ia still given by the 
above expression. 

Comparison to Present Tevatron 

Table 2 gives the observed values of intensities 
and emittances for L store from the present ran. 
These are wed in the model to predict the evolution 
of the luminosity and the curves in Figure 1 represent 
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the predictions of the model as the various luminosity~ 
degradation mechmisms are added. At t=O the value of 
the luminosity calculated by the overlap integral 
model agrees to 5% with the value me*sured by CDF. 
However, starting *t t = 0 hours, the collisions, 
ir&r*be~ sc*ttering (IX) and the interactions vith 
the gns ue not sutficfent to describe the time 
behwior of the luy;z. It is necess*ry to 
postul*te another source of transverse 
emitturce growth. Possible sources of this additional 
growth are discussed elsewhere [DE]. 2 

2 

3 
Table 2. Parraeters for Store 2030 

Yarch II, 1988 

1.0 
0.0 

0.8 
,$ 
“A O.’ 
$ 0.6 

8 0.5 

Bunch Intansities 
protons 
antiprotons 

Transverse emittances 
protons 
antiproton. 

Longitudinsl emittances 
protcms 
u&iprotons 

Luminosity 
6 bunches per beam; 

Time into Store 
0 how 10 hours 

65 
11 ;A c :L 

17 22 I .-.r.d 
11 14 r mm-mrad 

3.2 3.8 eV-set 
2.8 3.6 eV-set 

1.06 0.62 x Iflo cm- 
000 Cd per beam 

.2 see-1 

Pigwe 2 show the results of restarting the 
model *t t=lO hours into the store. This gives 
slightly bettmr agrsemsnt in the initial luminosity, 
and the luminosity behrvior predicted by the model is 
not qu*lit*tively different from starting it *t t=O. 

For the first 10 hours of this store, the model 
predicts JLdt to he 33/*b from collisions md 
intr*bear scnttering *lone. Including gas scattering 
reduces it to 31fnb. The ad hoc transverse amittnnce 
growth r*te of 0.3 z m-mrad/hr reduces it to ZQ/nb, 
which is very close to the measured value of 28/nb. 
Restarting the model *t t=lO hours yields 35, 32 and 
30/nb which wain compsres closely to the measured 
v*lue which h*ppens to be 28/nb again. 

I 

Applicntion to Collider Uparsde 

T*ble 3 gives be- pawmeters for * possible 
version of the collider upgrade. The upgrade lrttice 
tzyporating two low p inserts of 25 em p' erch is 

. T*ble 4 shows the integrated luminosity for the 
vvious c.*uses of luminosity degradation considered in 
the model. The store length is t&en to be 10 hours. 

Conclusions 

In the present Tevatron, the integrated 
luminosity is determined by mqra than collisions 
losses, intrabeam scattering md gas scattering. 
Postulating an dditioaal source of trmsverse 
emitt*nce growth of *bout 0.3 t mm-mrad/hour brings 
the model closer to the observ*tions. 

Ill the upgraded collider, the integrated 
luminosity per day could *ppro*ch l/pb. This m*y be 
compusd to the 6.6/pb delivered so far in the present 
run. 
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Pigure 2. Same store as Figure 1 but the solid lines 
represent results of the model starting at t=lO hours. 

Table 3. Upgrade Example Parmeters 

protons antiprotons 
Intensities 60 50 x 1010 
Emittances 

tr*nsverse 
longitudinal i 

12 ram-u&d 
3 sv-see 

22 bunches per beam; 1 TeV per be= 
3 I 1031.~-2 see-1 Initi*l luminosity 

T*ble 4. JLdt for Upgrade Exmple 

collisions snd intrsbeam scattering 0.87 /pb 
add gss scattering 0.83 /pb 

dd 0.30 'I mm-mr*d/hour 0.77 /pb 
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